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The terms subject and object are often referred to in 

grammars of Salish languages. In this paper, I suggest that 

the terms ergative and ~bsolutive are also relevant in the 

grammar of Halkomelem, a Salish language spoken in southwestern 

British Columbia. l 

First, drawing upon data from Island Halkomelem, I show 

four rules that are best formulated in terms of ergative and 

absolutive -- 3rd person agreement marking, one-nominal inter-

pretation, quantifier assignment, and possessor extraction. 

I point out the interaction of the latter two rules with the 

antipassive. 

Second, I discuss split ergativity. Of three common types 

of split ergativity based on person, clause-type, and aspect--

Halkomelem exhibits the first two types. 

The following definitions are used in this paper: 

a) Transitive: a clause with both a subject and an object. 

b) Intransitive: a clause which is not transitive. 

c) Ergative: the subject of a transitive clause. 

d) Absolutive: the subject of an intransitive clause 
and the object of a transitive clause. 

The relationship among these terms can be summarized in 

the following diagram: 



1) 

INTRANS: SBJ 

TRANS: SBJ 

In Ha1kome1em, verbs in transitive clauses are suffixed 
2 

with one of a set of transitive markers. Throughout this 

paper, transitive verbs are suffixed with-t, the marker of 

controlled transitivity. The sentences in 2-4) are examples 

of transitive sentences: 

ERGATIVE ABSOLUTIVE 

2) ni 
, 

q'Walatas ea s~~ni? tea sce·~tan 
aux bake-tr-erg det woman det salmon 
'The woman baked the salmon. , 

3) ni 
, 

q'WaqWatas tea 
, 

sway?qe? tea 
, 

spe?ae 
aux club-tr-erg det man det bear 
'The man clubbed the bear. , 

4) ni ~{c'atas ~a s~eni? kwea " sapl~l 

aux cut in two-tr-erg det woman det bread 
'The woman cut the bread.' 

The subjects of the above transitive sentences are ergatives 

while the objects are abso1utives, as labelled above the 

nomina1s in 2). 

2 • 



5) 

6) 

7) 

Sentences 5-7) are examples of intransitive sentences: 

ABSOLUTIVE 

ni ?lmes ~e 
aux walk det 
'The woman walked. ' 

ni ?~~ten 
aux eat 
'The dog ate.' 

, 
ni q'Wel k Wge 
aux bake det 
'The salmon baked. ' 

s~~ni? 
woman 

sc~.~tan 
salmon 

In 5-7), there is a subject nominal but no object. The 

subject nominal is the absolutive, as labelled above the 

nominal in 5). 

1. Rules referring to ergative/absolutive. 

In this section, I discuss four rules of Halkomelem which 

are stated most simply by making reference to the terms 

ergative and absolutive rather than to subject and object. 

These rules are: 3rd person agreement marking, one-nominal 

3 • 

interpretation, quantifier assignment, and possessor extraction. 

The data on which the first two rules are formulated have been 

discussed by Hukari (1976) (and others) although reference was 

not made to ergative and absolutive in these discussions. 

The data concerning quantifiers have been discussed in Gerdts 

(1980). 

1.1 3rd person agreement marking. 

There is an important contrast between 2-4) and 5-7) above--

while the verbs in 2-4) are suffixed with -~, the 3rd person 



agreement marker, the verbs in 5-7) lack this suffix. 

Here, I discuss the formulation of the rule for 3rd person 

agreement marking. 

The suffix -es in 2-4) is signalling the presence of a 

3rd person subject. Notice in 8-9) below, the object is 

1st person sg. and pl. respectively while the subject is 3rd 

person. NOtice the presence of the suffix -es. 

8) ni kWene8~m?§es k W8a 
aux grab-tr-l-obj-er~ det 
'The man grabbed me. 

, 
swey?qe? 
man 

9) ni kWenat~l ?xwes k W8a sw';y ?qe? 
aux -grab-tr-l-pl-obj-erg det man 
'The man grabbed us.' 

Thus, whenever the subject of a transitive clause lS 3rd person, 

the verb is suffixed with -es. 

In contrast, verbs in intransitive clauses, e.g. 5-7), with 

3rd person subjects do not have the suffix -es. Furthermore, 

4. 

as can be seen in 10-11), this suffix does not occur in sentences 

in which the only 3rd person is object. 

10) ni can kw';net t 8 a sw';y ?·qe? 
aux 1-sbj grab-tr det man 
'I grabbed the man. 

, 

11) ni v kw';net t 8 a sw';y?qe? c 
aux 2-sbj grab-tr det man 
'You grabbed the man. 

, 

These data concerning the occurrence versus the absence 

of the suffix -es the 3rd person agreement marker, can be 
-J 

summarized in 12). 



· .---- -.--_. _ ... -------

5. 

12) 

"'as 

subject of transitives object of transitives 
subject of intransitives 

It is clear from 12) that the relevant distinction is ergative 

versus absolutive, as given in 13). 

13) -as 

ergative absolutive 

Thus, -~, the 3rd person agreement marker, is suffixed to 

all verbs in clauses with 3rd person ergatives. 

1.2 One-nominal interpretation. 

In the examples given in 2-4) above, both the subject 

and the object were expressed by nominals. Note that in 

Halkomelem, subject and object nominals are not differentiated 

by case marking. That is, both subjects and objects are 

preceded by one of a set of determiners. As can be seen in 

2-4), these determiners are the same for subject and object. 

The question arises: In sentences where only one nominal is 

expressed, is that nominal interpreted as the subject or the 

object? 

Observe the following transitive sentences: 

14) ni q'W~latas tea sc~·!tan 
aux bake-tr-erg det salmon 
'He baked the salmon.' 
*'Thesalmon baked him.' 



15) ~ e ni q'Waq'atas t a 
aux club-tr-erg det 
'He clubbed the man. ' 
*'The man clubbed him.' 

16) ni kW~natas ia si~ni? 
aux grab-tr-erg det woman 
'He' grabbed the woman.' 
*'The woman grabbed him.' 

In each example, only one 3rd person nominal is expressed. 

In each case, the nominal is unambiguously interpreted as 

the object. 

In intransitive sentences, e.g. 5-7), only one inter-

pretation is available for the nominal, i. e. 'subject. A 

generalization can be made concerning the interpretation of 

3rd person nominals. In transitive sentences, the 3rd person 

nominal is interpreted as obj~ct; in intransitive sentences, 

it is interpreted as subject. Thus, in the absence of other 

person marking, a single 3rd person nominal is interpreted 

asabsol'uti ve. 

1.3 Quantifier Assignment. 

One way of expressing quantification in Halkomelem 

involves the quantifier m~k'w 'all' as a higher predicate 

followed by a complement clause. In the examples in 

17-19), the clause following the quantifier is intransitive 

and the quantifier ' refers to the subject of the intransitive 

clause. 

6 • 



17) 

18) 

19) 

m~k'W niw *wal~n~~nam 
all aux-comp run-pI 
'All the children ran.' 

mak'W niw wawa?as 
all aux-comp bark 
'All the dogs barked.' 

m~k'W niw ?~iten 
all aux-comp eat 
'All the women ate.' 

s''X' Ell? (qail:: 
children 

, 
sqWamqwemey? 

dogs 

sieni~ni? 
women 

In the sentences in 20-22), the clause following the quantifier 

is transitive. Note in 20-22) that the quantifier unambiguously 

refers to the object of the transitive clause. 

20) 

21) 

22) 

m~k'W niw q'w~lates tee s*'al?{qai kwee 
all aux-comp bake-tr-erg det children det 
'The children baked all the bread.' 
*'All the children baked the bread. ' 

m~k'W niw q~?qa?tas kwea seww~y?qe? 
all aux-comp drink-tr-erg det men 
'The men drank all the water. ' 
*'All the men drank the water. ' 

, , v e , "? mek'w niw ieyxtes t e si9nil::en~ 

all aux-comp drink-tr-erg det women 
'The women ate all the salmon. I 

*'All the women ate the salmon.' 

, 
sepl~l . 
bread 

qa? 
water 

Sc~'it9n 
salmon 

In formulating a rule for quantifier assignment the 

relevant notion is absolutive, l.e. subject of intransitive 

and object of transitive. When the quantifier mak'w 'all' 

is a higher predicate, it refers to the absolutive of the 

complement clause. 

7 • 
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1.4 Possessor Extraction. 

A fourth rule in Halkomelem where the ergative/absolutive 

distinction is relevant is possessor extraction. I am using 

extraction as a cover term for three parallel processes: 

relativization, olefting, and focus. An example of each 

process follows: 

23) ni kw£natas kwea sw£y?qe? 
aux grab-tr-erg det man 
'The man grabbed the woman.' 

~a 

det 
s~~ni ? 
woman 

24) Relativization: 

25) 

26) 

, ", ? statalstax W can ~a s~eni? ni kWanatas kwea sway?qe 
know l-sbj det woman aux grab-tr-3- det man 
'I know the woman who the man grabbed.' ssbj 

Clefting: 
n{~ ea s~:ni? 
be-3 det woman 

'It's the woman 

Focus: 
s~eni? 
woman 

~a ni 
det aux 

'A woman is who 

ni kw£natas 
aux grab-tr-3-

ssbj 

e 
t a 
det 

,. 
sway?qe? 

man 

who the man grabbed.' 

k w£natas k wea 
grab-tr-3- det 

ssbj 
the man grabbed.' 

, 
sway?qe? 

man 

In each of the above examples, the object is extracted; that is, 

it is the head of the relative clause, cleft, or focus construction. 

An exposition of the above processes is beyond the scope of this 

paper; relevant to this discussion is the condition placed on the 

extraction of Eossessors. 

In certain cases it is possible for a possessor to be 

extracted. Observe the following sentences; in the a) sentences, 

the possessive phrase is the subject of an intransitive clause; 

in the b) sentences, the possessor is extracted. 



.. 

9 . 

27 a) ni 
vv , 
xcenem k W9a 

/I sqe?eqs ~e' s~eni? 
aux run det y. brother- det woman 

3-pos 
(The woman's younger brother ran. , 

b) st.{ta1stexW s~eni? ni xcenam 
, 

can ~e k Wge sqe?aqs 
know l-sbj det woman aux run det y. brother-

3-pos 
'I know the woman whose younger brother ran. , 

28 a) ni t'{lem k Wge 
, 

sqe?aqs ~e s~eni? 
aux sing det y. brother- det woman 

3-pos 
'The woman's .youngerr , br.et!ler sang. , 

b) st.{te1stex W s~eni? t'{'lam 
, 

cen ~e ni k Wge sqe?eqs 
know l-sbj det woman aux sing det y. brother-

'I know the woman whose younger brother , 3ipos 
sang. i 

29 a) same as 28a) 

b) k Wge sqe?eqs n{~ gey? s~eni? ni 
be-3 det woman aux 
'It's that woman whose 

t ' t1 am 
sing 

younger 
det y. brother-3-pos 

brother sang.' 

Note in the above examples that, although the possessor is 

extracted,the possessed nominal is suffixed with a possessive 

suffix. 

Extraction of the possessor is also possible ln the following 

examples; as can be seen in the a) sentences, the possessive 

phrase is the object of a transitive clause. 

30 a) 

b) 

, 
ni q'W e1etes k W9a 
aux bake-tr-erg det 

'He baked the woman's 

sce·~tens 
salmon-3-

pos 
salmon. ' 

~e 

det 
s~eni? 

woman 

state1stex W 
kn<Dw·'. ' 

can ~a s~eni?' ni q'w~letes 
,l"'sbj det 'woman'aux'bake-tr,... 

3-ssbj 
'I know the woman whose salmon he baked.' 

sce·~tans 
salmon-3-

pos 



10. 

a) 
.., 

q' a' yt 
, 

s~~ni? 31 ni c k W6a sqe?aqs ~a 

aux 2-sbj kill-tr det y. brother-3- det woman 
pos 

'You killed the woman's younger brother. , 

b) statalstaxW s~~ni? 
, , 

can ~a ni q'a·ytaxW k W6a sqe?aqs 
know l-sbj det lady aux kill-tr- det y. brother-

2",ssbj 3-pos 
'I know the woman whose younger brother you killed. ' 

32 a) same as 3la) 

b) s~~ni? ~a ni 
, 

q'a·ytaxW k W6a 
, 

sqe?aqs 
woman det aux kill-tr- det y. brother-3-pos 

2-ssbj 
'A woman is whose younger brother you killed. , 

In contrast, the possessor in the following examples cannot 

be extracted; note that the possessive phrase is the subject of 

a transitive clause. 

33 a) 

b) 

ni q,walatas k W6a 
aux bake-tr-erg det 

'The woman's younger 

sq~?aqs ~a s~~ni? k W6a 
y.brother- det woman det 
3-pos 
brother baked the salmon.' 

sc~'~tan 
salmon 

*statalstaxW can ~a s~eni? ni q'Walatas k W6a sqe?aqs 
know l-sbj det woman aux bake-tr- det y. brother-

., 
sce·~tan 

salmon 

3-ssbj 3-pos 

'I know the woman whose younger brother baked the salmon.' 

34 a) ni q,a·ytas kWSa sq~?aqs ~a s~~ni? kWSa 
aux kill-tr-erg det y. brother- det woman det 

3-pos 

, 
sqWamey? 

dog 

b) 

'The woman's younger brother killed the dog.' 

*statalstaxW can ~a s~eni? ni 
know l-sbj det woman aux 

kWSa sqe?aqs kWSa sqwamey? 
det y. brother- det dog 

3"';pos 

q'cf'ytas 
kill-tr-3-ssbj 

'I know the woman whose younger brother killed the dog.' 



35 a) same as 34a) 

b) *n{~ aa s~~ni? 
be-3 det woman 

, 
k W9a sqamey? 
det dog 

ni 
aux 

, 
qa'ytas 
kill-tr-

3-ssbj 

sq~?aqs 
y.brother-

3-pos 

'It's the woman whose younger brother killed the 
dog. ' 

In formulating the condition on Possessor Extraction 

11. 

the relevanL. notion isabsolutive; that is, when the possessive 

phrase is the subject of an intransitive clause or the object 

of a transitive clause, the possessor can be extracted. When 

the possessive phrase is the subject of a transitive clause, 

i.e. an ergative, the possessor cannot be extracted. 

1.5 The Antipassive in Functional Perspective. 

In the discussion above, I have pointed out four rules 

that are formulated ln terms of ergative and/or absolutive. 

First, third person agreement marking is -as for ergatives 

and 0 for absolutives. In the other rules discussed--one-

nominal interpretation, quantifier assignment, and possessor 

extraction--the rule in each case makes reference to absolutives 

to the exclusion of ergatives. 

That absolutives are preferred over ergatives in these 

three rules suggests that absolutives in some sense outrank 

ergatives; in other words, absolutives are more accessible than 

ergatives, as represented by the following hierarchy: 

36) r Absolutive 

I Ergative 
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As is often the case in languages where the ergative/ 

absolutive distinction is relevant, Halkomelem has a process 

whereby a logically transitive sentence (i.e. a sentence 

with an 'agent' and a 'patient') can be expressed in a 

grammatically intransitive construction--called the antipassive 

or middle [cf Gerdts (1980) and references thereinJ. In 

Halkomelem,~the logical object (if it appears) is expressed 

by an oblique phrase, introduced by the oblique marker ~ . 

Examples of transitive sentences (37-38a) and their antipassive 

counterparts (37a-b) follow: 

37 a) 

b) 

38 a) 

b) 

ni q'W~latas ~a s~~ni? kwea 
aux bake-tr-erg det woman det 
'The woman baked the salmon.' 

ni q'Wal am ~a s~eni? ?a 
aux bake-intr det woman obl 
'The woman baked the salmon.' 

ni qa?qa?tas ~a s~~ni? 
aux drink-tr-erg det woman 
'The woman drank the water. ' 

ni qa?qa? ~a s~~ni? ?~ 
aux drink det woman obl 
'The woman drank the water. ' 

sc~·~tan 
salmon 

sce·~tan 
salmon 

, 
qa? 

water 

Because the antipassive is an intransitive construction, 

the subject nominal is not an ergative but rather an absolutive. 

I suggest here that antipassive in Halkomelem has the function 

of making subjects accessible to rules which apply only to 

absolutives. This function is clearly seen in the interaction 

of antipassive with two of the rules discussed above--quantifier 

assignment and possessor extraction. 
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As discussed in §1.3 above, when the quantifier mak'w 

is a higher predicate, it refers to the absolutive of the 

complement clause. In sentences like 20-22) where the 

complement clause is transitive, the quantifier refers to the 

object and not the subject. Example 20) is repeated here 

39) mak'w niw q,walatas tea s~'a1?{qa! 
all aux-comp bake-tr- det children 

erg 

sapl{l 
bread 

'The children baked all the bread. ' 
*'All the children baked the bread.' 

In contrast, the complement clause in 40) is an antipassive; 

in this case the quantifier refers to the subject, which is 

the absolutive of the clause. (cf. 21-22) 

40) mak'w 
all 
'All 

,'( 'The 

niw q'Walam tea s~'al?{qa! 
aux-comp bake-intr det children 

the children baked the bread.' 
children baked all the bread.' 

?a 
obI 

" sapl~l 

bread 

Additional examples of quantification of the subject of an 

antipassive complement are given below: 

41) " , , mak'w niw qa?qa? kwea sawway?qe? 
all aux-comp drink det men 
'All the men drank the water. ' 
*'The men drank all the water.' 

e 
42) mak'w niw ?a!tan t a s!an!~ni? 

all aux-comp eat det women 
'All the women ate the salmon.' 
*'The women ate all the salmon.' 

?a 
obI 

, 
qa? 

water 

, 
?akwea sce"!tan 
obI det salmon 

A function of the antipassive, then, is to make subjects 

accessible to quantifier assignment. 



As discussed in ~1.4 above, when the possessive phrase 

is an ergative, the possessor cannot be extracted. Example 

33b) is repeated here as 43). 

43) )~ st';talstaxW 
know 

can ~a s~eni? 
l-sbj det woman 

sqe?~qs k W8a sce·~tan 
y; brother- det salmon 

3-pos 

ni 
aux 

, 
q'Walatas 
bake-tr-

3-ssbj 

'I know the woman whose younger brother baked the 
salmon, ' 

However, when the possessive phrase is subject of an 

antipassive, and thus an absolutive, the possessor can 

be extracted, as seen in 44). 

44) st~talstaxW 
know. 

can ~a s~eni? 
l-sbj det woman 

ni 
aux 

sqe?aqs 
y, brother-

3-pos 

?a 
obl 

, 
sce'!i:tan 

salmon 

, 
q'Wal am k W8a 
bake-intr det 

14. 

'I know the woman whose younger brother baked the salmon. I 

An additional example of possessor extraction from the subject 

of an antipassive follows: 

45) statalstaxW 
know 

can ~a s~eni? 
l-sbj det woman 

sqe?aqs ?~ k W8a qa? 
y, brother- obl det water 

3-pos 

ni 
aux 

k W 8a 
det 

II know the woman whose younger brother drank the water.' 

Thus, the antipassive allows subjects to be accessible 

to possessor extraction, 



1.6 Summary. 

In this section, I have shown four rules that are best 

formulated in terms of ergative andabsoTut"ive-- 3rd person 

agreement marking, one-nominal interpretation, quantifier 

assignment, and possessor extraction. The presence of 

such phenomena suggests that the terms ergative and 

absolutive are relevant in the grammar of Halkomelem. 

In the latter three rules, the rule makes reference 

to absolutives to the exclusion of ergatives. This suggests 

that absolutives are more accessible to grammatical 

processes than ergatives are. I have briefly discussed the 

interaction of the latter two rules with antipassive. Because 

the antipassive is an intransitive construction, the subject 

of an antipassive is an absolutive. Thus, antipassive has 

the function of making subjects accessible to rules referring 

to absolutives. 

15. 



2. Spli t Er>gativi ty in Ha'lkomelem. 

In the linguistic literature, it is common to divide 

languages into tW9 types: nominative/accusative and 

ergative. 3 The assignment of a language to one type or 

the other is based on perso~ agreement, pronominal forms, 

and/or nominal case marking. 

In English, a nominative/accusative language, pronouns 

are chosen according to the distinction subject/object. 

16. 

Subjects of transitives and subjects of intransitives are 

expressed by the same pronominal set. Objects of transitives, 

however, are expressed by a distinct set of object pronouns. 

Observe the following English sentences: 

46) I ran. 

47) I hit John. 

48) John hit me. 

The subject form of the 1st person pronoun is I while the 

object form is me . 

subject 

I 

object 

me 

In contrast, in Quiche, an ergative language, person 

marking is chosen according to the distinction ergative/ 

absolutive. Subjects of intransitive sentences and objects 

of transitives, i.e.absolutives, are expressed by the same 

person marker. 
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Subjects of transitives, i.e. ergatives, are expressed 

by a distinct person marker. Observe the following 

Quiche sentences: 4 

~O) K ox - kan - ike 

aspect-l Pl. -die-punctual 

'We die.' 

51) K ox a cuku x. 

aspect- 1 Pl.- 2 Sg.-seek- actual 

'You seek us. ' 

52) K at 

aspect- 2 Sg.

'We seek you. ' 

-1siL 

1 Pl. -

cuku x. 

seek -actual 

The absolutive form of the 1st person plural agreement 

marker is ox while the ergative form is ka. 

53) ergative absolutive 

1st person pl. ka ox 

Thus, the crucial difference between a nominative/ 

accusative and an ergative agreement system is in the 

patterning of the subject of intransitives. As is seen 

in the chart in 54), in a nominative/accusative system, 

the subject of an intransitive patterns with the subject 

of a transitive; in an ergative system, the subject of 

17. 

an intransitive is the same as the object of a transitive. 



18. 

54) 

subj of subj of obj of 

trans intrans trans 
nominative/accusative: 

X X Y 
ergative: [ X Y Y 

ERGATIVE ABSOLUTIVE ABSOLUTIVE 

Some languages, referred to as split ergative, do not 

fall consistently into one of the two types--nominative/ 

accusative or ergative. In split ergative languages, some person 

marking, pronominal forms, and/or nominal case marking may 

refer to subject/object while others refer to ergative/absolutive. 

There are three common types of split ergative systems--based 

on person, clause-type, and aspect. Below, I discuss each of 

these with respect to Halkomelem. 

2.1 Person. 

In ~l.l above, I pointed out that 3rd person marking is 

formulated in terms of ergative/absolutive;-~ marks 3rd 

person ergative,' and:.£)· marks· 3rdperson absoluti ve. 

Interestingly, .. lst and 2nd persons do not distinguish 

ergative/absolutive but rather sUbject/object. Observe the 

following sentences; 55-56) are transitive while 57-58) 

are transitive: 

55) ,. "" ni ce~ ieyxt k Wge 
aux I-sbj eat-tr det 
'I ate the salmon.' 

,. 
sce'iten 
salmon 



56) ni can kW;nat 
aux l-sbj grab-tr 
'I grabbed it.' 

57) ni can ?{mas 
aux l-sbj walk 
'I walked. ' 

58) ni can tt{lam 
aux l-sbj sing 
'I sang.' 

In each case the 1st person subject is expressed by the 

subject clitic can. In contrast, the 1st person object of 

a transitive is expressed by an object suffix, as seen in 59-

60): 

59) ni ?~ ~ q'WaqWae~m?s 
aux int 2-sbj club-tr-l-obj 
'Did you club me?' 

60) ni ~ kWanae~m?s 
aux 2-sbj grab-tr-l-obj 
'You grabbed me.' 

Thus, the relevant distinction for 1st person is subject! 

object and not ergative!absolutive. As can be seen in 61-

62), which are intransitive, and 59-60) above, which are 

transitive, the 2nd person subject is also expressed by 

a subject clitic,while a 2nd person object, as in 63~64), 

is expressed by an object suffix. 

61) ni ?a ~ ?{ma~ 
aux ni 2-sbj walk 

'Did you walk?' 

62) ni 
aux 

'You 

~ t'flam 
2-sbj sing 
sang. ' 

19. 



63) ni can q t Waq wa9ama 
aux I-sbj club-tr-2-obj 
'I clubbed you. ' 

64) ni can k wana9ama 
aux I-sbj grab-tr-2-obj 
'I grabbed you. ' 

Thus, 1st and 2nd persons distinguish subject/object, 

20. 

while 3rd persons distinguish ergative/absolutive, as summarized 

in the following chart: 

65) subj of subj of obj of 
trans intrans trans 

I 1st person can can t -9am?s 

2nd person 1 v v 

l 
-9am c c 

3rd person -as [} (1 I 

ergative absolutive absolutive 

Because the person system is neither completely nominative/ 

accusative nor ergative, we must recognize Halkomelem as 

a split ergative language. 

2.2 Clause Type. 

In the data involving person marking discussed above, 

all examples were taken from main clauses. In these examples, 

we have seen that 3rd persons distinguish ergative/absolutive 

while 1st and 2nd persons distinguish subject/object. In 

subordinate clauses, however, this is not the case. All 

persons distinguish subject/object, regardless of the 

transitivity of the clause. 



21. 

Observe the following sentences; the subordinate clauses 

in 66-67) are intransitive while they are transitive in 68-69): 

66) l~?lam??a c ce? ?u xc~nam?as 
look-cont int2-sbj fut Ink run-3-ssbj 

'Will you be watching when/if he runs?' 

67) l~?lam? ?a C ce? ?u t'{lam?as 
lOdk-cont int 2-sbj fut Ink sing-3ssbj 
'Will you be watching when/if he sings?' 

68) l~?lam? ?a c ce? ?u q'waqWae~m?sas 
look-cont int 2-sbj fut Ink club-tr-l-obj-3-ssbj 
'Will you be watching when/if he clubs me?' 

69) l~?lam? ?a C ce? ?u kWanae~m?sas 
look-cont int ~sbj fut Ink grab-tr-l-obj-3-ssbj 

'Will you be watching when/if he grabs me?' 

The 3rd person marked is -as in each case. In contrast, 

3rd person objects in subordinate clauses are unmarked, as can 

be seen in 70-71): 

70) le?lam??a c ce? ?u q'W~qWat?~.n? 
look-cont int 2-sbj fut Ink club-tr-l-ssbj 
'Will you be watchlng when/if I club him?' 

71) l~?lam? ?a C ce??u kWanGt?~·n? 
look-cont int 2-sbj fut Ink grab-tr-l-sstj 

'Will you be watching when/if I grab him?' 

Thus, in subordinate clauses, 3rd person marking distinguishes 

subject/object. 

The contrast between 3rd person marking in maln clauses 

and in subordinate clauses is summarized in the chart in 72): 

72) 3rd person marking 

subj of subj of obj of 
trans intrans trans 

main clause: -as [ 0 YJ 
[ -as subordinate -as 0 

clause: 

ergative absolutive absolutive 
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Thus, Halkomelem exhibits a 2nd type of split ergativity. 

All subjects of subordinate clauses pattern alike regardless 

of person or transitivity. 

2.3 Aspect. 

In a third type of split ergativity, the choice of 

ergative/absolutive versus subject/object is affected by 

aspect or tense. It seems that Halkomelem lacks this 

type of split ergativity. In 73-74), the a) sentences are in 

the completive aspect while the b) sentences are in the 

continuative. 

73 a) 

b) 

74 a) 

b) 

; v ; 
ni iayxtas ia sieni? 
au~ eat-tr-erg det woman 
'The woman ate the salmon.' 

? . ; v 
sie:ni? l iey?xtas ea 

aux eat-cont- det woman 
tr-erg 

e t a 
det 

'The woman is eating the salmon. 

ni ?~itan ia 
aux eat det 

si~ni? 
woman 

'The woman ate.' 

?i ?{'?itan ea 
aux eat-cont det 
'The woman is eating.' 

si~ni? 
woman 

! 

sce:'itan 
salmon 

, 
sce'itan 

salmon 

In the transitive sentences in 73) the third person 

agreement marker occurs. It does not occur in the intransitive 

sentences in 74). 

We can conclude from such examples that the completive/ 

continuative aspectual distinction has no affect on the 

patterning of the ergative/absolutive distinction in 

main clauses in Halkomelem. 



2.4 Summary. 

One of the ergative phenomena disucssed in §l was 

person agreement. Because person agreement serves as a 

diagnostic for nominative/accusative versus ergative 

languages, I have disccussed it further in ~2. 
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Looking at person marking in terms of person, clause-type, and 

aspect, I have pointed out that the ergative/absolutive 

distinction is relevant only to 3rd persons in main 

clauses. It appears that aspect does not affect 3rd 

person marking in Halkomelem. 

Because person marking in Halkomelem does not behave 

consistently as nominative/accusative or ergative, we 

can conclude that Halkomelem is a split ergative 

language. 

3. Conclusion. 

In this paper, I have shown four rules that are best 

formulated in terms of ergative andabsolutive--

3rd person agreement marking, one-nominal interpretation, 

quantifier assignment, and possessor extraction. Person 

agreement was discussed in terms of split ergativity. 

The presence of such phenomena suggests that the 

terms ergative 

of Halkomelem. 

and absolutive are relevant in the grammar 

I am not implying that the description of 

all phenomena in the language should refer to the ergative/ 
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absolutive distinction. There are certainly a few 

phenomena that should be described in terms of subject 

and object (e.g. 1st and 2nd person pronominal forms, c.f. 

§2.1). In addition, there are some phenomena in the language 

where subjects and objects are alike to the exclusion of 

other nominals (e.g. nominal case marking, c.f. sl.2) and 

other distinctions are, of course, possible, 

However, there appear to be more ergative phenomena 

tha"n I had suspected, Perhaps this explains in part the 

apparent paucity of rules referring to subject and object. 

Certainly, the presence of ergative phenomena in Halkomelem 

leads to interesting speculation concerning the frequency 

of ergative phenomena in earlier stagep of this and other 

Salish languages. 



*These data on Halkomelem are from Arnold Guerin of 
the Musquearn Researve, Vancouver, B.C. Mr. Guerin, who is 
a teacher and researcher of the Halkomelem language, speaks 
a dialect from Kuper Island, B.C, I sincerely thank him 
for his patience and understanding. I would also like to 
thank Wayne Sutttles for discussing these data with me and 
for making many useful comments on an earlier version of this 
paper. 

Responsibility for any mistakes in data or analysis lS_ 

my own. 
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These abbreviations are used in the glosses of the 
Halkomelem: 

aux 
comp 
cont 
det 
erg 
intr 
Ink 
obj 
obI 
pos 
pI 
sbj 
ssbj 
tr 

1 
2 
3 

auxiliary 
complementizer 
continuative 
determiner 
ergative 
intrcl.nsitive 
linker 
objective pronominal suffixes 
oblique marker 
possessive pronominal affixes 
plural 
subjective pronominal clitics 
subordinate subject suffixes 
transitive 

1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 

lAt least a couple of other people have made mention of 
the term ergative in discussing Salish languages--Davis (1974) 
and Kuipers (1967, p. 173). 

2The transitive marker -t is probably best described 
as the unmarked form. Some of the other transitive markers 
are: -nax w , -n~s, and -I. Data with these suffixes 
parallels the da~discussed~ere. 

3For discussion of ergativity, cf. Dixon (1979), Silverstein 
(1976), and the sources therein. 

4These data are from Dixon (1979). 
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